
Setting new industry standards 
for power generation equipment 
in hazardous environments.

BRUSH created an innovative, qualified solution that reduces procurement, operation and 
maintenance costs on generators and associated equipment installed in explosive environments.

The intelligent, new BRUSH 13.8kV 2-pole generator design has gained independent approval and 
been classed as non-sparking for Zone IIA and IIB gas applications. These are typical operating 
environments on the open deck of oil rigs, FPSO’s (Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading) 
vessels and many chemical processing plants. 

Main advantages of the spark-proof design:

Lower maintenance 
requirements 

Reduced lifetime 
operational costs (TCO)

Drastically faster 
start-up times

Smaller equipment 
footprint
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THE WORLD’S FIRST 
2-POLE 13.8KV
NON-SPARKING GENERATOR
FOR USE IN HAZARDOUS AREAS.



Application Focus: 
FPSOs and Oil Rigs

A typical large FPSO or oil rig has three or four 
turbine-generator packages installed on the top deck or 
within the vessel to produce the power requirements in 
order to perform drilling and processing operations. Each 
generator is driven by an aeroderivative turbine and sized 
between 20 and 40MW. The generator is directly coupled 
to the turbine and therefore no gearbox is needed thus 
reducing the overall package size and weight and 
improving the drivetrain efficiency. 

On all oil rigs and FPSO’s, there is a risk that flammable gas 
can be present. However, hazardous areas are not just 
limited to off-shore applications as they also occur in 
other environments such as chemical processing plants. 

A hazardous area is an environment where 
discrete types of flammable gas are present to 
certain concentrations. On oil rigs and FPSO’s, the 
area in which power generation equipment is to be 
located ordinarily has an explosive gas area 
classification of Class I, Division 2 or Zone 2 
locations. This means an area where ignitable 
concentrations of flammable gases, vapours or 
liquids are not likely to exist under normal 
operating conditions and that in this area the gas, 
vapour or liquids would only be present under 
abnormal conditions (most often leaks).

For this situation there would be a high risk of an 
explosion being triggered, as three enabling 
factors could potentially be present at one time. 
These are an ignition source, a flammable 
substance and oxygen, as depicted by the figure 
shown to the left. 

Whilst operating, large high-voltage 
turbo-generators can produce tiny sparks from 
the stator winding. This has the potential to be an 
ignition source. When combined with a flammable 
substance (propane or ethylene) and the 
surrounding air, an explosion is feasible and 
resulting damage would be catastrophic. 

Severity of Risk: 
Operating in 
Explosive Environments

Floating Production Storage and Offloading Vessel

Oil Rig

Ignition 
Source Oxygen

Flammable 
Substance

Explosion
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The generator enclosure has to have a bespoke stator design to allow the gas 
to circulate within the machine without gas traps. A series of pipes are 
positioned within the machine to distribute the air and a pressure relief valve 
is located within the heat exchanger in case of over-pressure. If the system 
pressure drops, which gives risk to the ingress of hazardous atmosphere, the 
system will either shut down the machine and/or give an alarm signal 
depending on the system configuration.

The equipment required to process, pump and monitor the clean instrument 
air into the generator takes-up valuable floor space and power plus requires 
maintenance to keep the packages operating correctly.

Based on the desire to reduce procurement and operational costs, if the 
purge and pressurisation system could be removed, there would be significant 
benefits to the operator and vessel designers. 

Floating Production Storage and Offloading Vessel

There has been an evolution of site requirements for power production. 
Originally, power generation equipment was installed in designated safe areas, 
thereby removing flammable substances. This was achieved by creating a 
designated power-house that was integrated into the structure of the oil rig or 
FPSO. As the power-house was ordinarily within the structure, maintenance or 
replacement of major components meant that other structures had to be 
disassembled to allow access with suitable cranes. Designated safe areas on a 
platform or FPSO are costly to install and maintain and this is why the Owner, 
Operators challenge their EPC’s (Engineering, Production, Construction) to 
keep these areas to a minimum and reserved for highly critical systems.

Having a generator that can operate in an explosive environment increases 
the flexibility for location within the oil rig, FPSO or processing plant, reduces 
the overall build cost and allows far easier access for maintenance purposes. 

The objective of removing the safe area requirement meant a different 
approach to making a large high voltage electrical machine was needed. 
Ensuring the high voltage components had a safe environment within the 
active section of the machine was deemed to be the best methodology with 
best methodology to mitigate any risk of ignition through sparking. BRUSH 
therefore developed the purge and pressurised solution for 2-pole 
generators.

To ensure the generator had no chance of triggering an explosion, the 
internals of the generator were firstly purged with clean instrument air and 
then pressurised before the turbine-generator package could start, which 
isolated the ignition source required to trigger an explosion. This process took 
between 30 to 60 minutes to complete, depending on the size of generator 
and the processing capabilities of the clean air compressors. Only after 
completing that process would the turbine-generator package be able to 
start-up in the normal manner.
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The Current Approach:
Evolution, Limitations 
and Cost Implications
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Purge & 
pressurised

Spark-proof



We developed a design for 13.8kV applications that would be non-sparking. The output, size and weight of 
the machine could not be compromised and therefore still had to operate with a heat exchanger (either 
air-to-air or water-to-air heat exchangers) in ambient environment of up to 40°C with the compact 
generator still producing 40MVA under these conditions. 

On the new design the (purge) pressure relief value on the enclosure has been replaced with our standard 
design of make-up filter. So instead of using the clean instrument air to replenish the air drawn away by the 
oil seals, we just use ambient air. The need for a pressure relief valve is also removed.

The main area of focus was the stator winding because this has a number of potential sources of sparking, 
primarily as a result of corona discharge (also known as partial discharge). 

The potential sources are:

• Slot cell discharge – coil sections to core

• Grading discharge – discharge to earth resulting  from poorly applied,
damaged, or incorrect semi-conductive corona relief area

• Overhang discharge – between coils on a phase break, between top and bottom coils, to earth
(core, frame, RTD wires, anti-condensation heaters)

• Group IIA (Propane – equivalent to NEC Class 1, Group D) and

• Group IIB (Ethylene – equivalent to NEC Class 1, Group C).

The testing was performed in accordance with EN 60079-15 with the model sealed inside the propane or 
ethylene gas mixture. The model was then subjected to a high voltage test of 20.7 kV (1.5 times line 
voltage) for at least 3 minutes for each gas type. 
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The BRUSH Innovative Solution: 
13.8kV Non-Sparking Generators

Testing and Inspection to EN 60079-15:  
Verification and Validation

With our unique design for these applications, BRUSH produced a model for testing at a certified laboratory. 
The model was subjected to the typical rigorous tests that BRUSH performs on it products. The specified 
standard testing during manufacture and prior to dispatch was carried out and BRUSH verified the integrity of the 
insulation and construction by conducting and passing a high voltage test of 28.6kV (2 time lines voltage, 
plus 1kV) for 1 minute.

The tests performed at the certifying body’s premises were a recreation of the potential worst 
case site conditions for:
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All  tests were successful passed, with no sparks to cause an ignition of flammable 
gas present. As even a minor spark would have caused an explosion, the tests 
therefore conclusively prove the design integrity and robustness of the BRUSH 
generator for operation in hazardous environments.



The generator enclosure has to have a bespoke stator design to allow the gas 
to circulate within the machine without gas traps. A series of pipes are 
positioned within the machine to distribute the air and a pressure relief valve 
is located within the heat exchanger in case of over-pressure. If the system 
pressure drops, which gives risk to the ingress of hazardous atmosphere, the 
system will either shut down the machine and/or give an alarm signal 
depending on the system configuration.

The equipment required to process, pump and monitor the clean instrument 
air into the generator takes-up valuable floor space and power plus requires 
maintenance to keep the packages operating correctly.

Based on the desire to reduce procurement and operational costs, if the 
purge and pressurisation system could be removed, there would be significant 
benefits to the operator and vessel designers. 

The purge and pressurisation system was the best 
solution available when it was introduced. However, the 
time required to purge the internals of the generator and 
then pressurise the stator takes between 30 to 60 
minutes to complete, and if the pressurisation 
equipment failed, the machine would have to stop. This 
hampered the operational flexibility associated with the 
purge and pressurisation. 

The turbines take between 5 and 30 minutes to start-up 
from cold to reach full power. Coupled with the purge 
and pressurisation time, the potential start-up sequence 
could take 1.5 hours. Our innovation removes the time 
needed to purge and pressurise, eliminating a minimum 
of 30 minutes from the start-up time, as shown in the 
figure below. This massively increases production 
flexibility where power demands change rapidly.

Flexibility in operation
Minimal footprint
Reduced operation and 
maintenance costs 

Our innovation 
removes the time 
needed to purge 
and pressurise, 

eliminating a 
minimum of 30 

minutes from the 
start-up time
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Industry Benefits: 
Reduced Footprint, 
Faster Start-Up and 
Lower Maintenance Costs

Significantly faster 
start-up times
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The innovative design that BRUSH has developed 
for the non-sparking high voltage generator, truly 
leads to a step change in the operational 
flexibility and cost for power generation units in 
hazardous environments.

The proven design can be used for lower voltage 
applications and is not restricted to 13.8kV 
systems. To date, BRUSH has delivered 10 units 
and is currently manufacturing 8 further 
machines using this qualified, innovative system. 

Supplying clean instrument air in an off-shore environment requires dedicated 
equipment to cleanse, compress and pump the air around a circuit. The volume 
of clean air required for the generator is significant with a typical flow rate of 
9500 Nl/min (normal litres per minute). During the purging cycle there has to be 
a number of volume changes to ensure there is no flammable gas present 
within the generator before the package can start. 

Removing the need to purge and pressurise the generator leads to a much 
smaller air compressor, with a reduced network of pipes and far lower 
installation, operational and maintenance costs. As well as reducing the package 
footprint, which saves valuable space on the vessel, the power required for the 
compressor is minimised and with far fewer piping joints and interfaces, the 
maintenance time, and therefore cost, over the expected lifetime of the vessel 
is significantly reduced.

We have seen that the capacity of the air compressor installed on the vessel can 
often only supply one generator at the time which has a significant impact on 
the start up time.
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Reduced plant footprint, 
lower power requirements and 
reduced lifetime operational costs

Setting New Industry Standards for Power 
Generation in Hazardous Environments

Lower maintenance 
requirements 

Reduced lifetime 
operational costs (TCO)

Drastically faster 
start-up times

Smaller equipment 
footprint




